TITLE AND PROJECT SYNOPSIS/BRIEF

How to write these correctly in the nomination form

The purpose of including ‘Title’ and ‘Project Synopsis’ in the nomination form is to get sufficient idea about the project being submitted hence proper care has to be taken while filling these details.

For the title of the project, a suitable title describing the project should be given (for example “A device to climb Areca nut trees”, “An assistive walking aid for the elderly”, etc.) and NOT a broad theme like Agriculture, Swaccha Bharat, Swastha Bharat, Digital India, etc.

In the project synopsis, the following points need to be included – what is the project about, what problem it addresses, and what the advantage is. Please see the example below.

Title of the Project: Travelling bag with folding seats
Project Synopsis: Many a times travellers have to stand while waiting for a bus or train at the bus/train station as the number of seats available are few. The student has developed a travelling bag where a folding seat has been incorporated. This can be unfolded and used for sitting while waiting for the bus/train thereby eliminating the discomfort while standing for long time. It will be especially useful for ladies and elderly.

Other documents e.g. photo, sketches, if available, may be uploaded.

Filling the nomination form correctly helps in proper evaluation online - Remember all projects are first screened online, without the child being present to explain the project.

In case of any ambiguity feel free to contact us on our helpdesk no. 9638418605, 9429873469 or email on inspire@nifindia.org.
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